
Interpersonal Violence Awareness Team 

Meeting Minutes 

February 7, 2023 3pm (Zoom) 
 

Attendance: Lindsay Wilson (Counseling Clinic), Jessica Cobert/Milburn (CC), Shawn Peoples 
(OCR), Jody Stone (Dean of Students), Sarah Jacobs (Res Life), Jeannie Ludlow (Faculty), Corey 
Cunningham (CC), Alyssa Cravens (SACIS), Stephanie Anderson (SACIS), Jenny Sipes (VPSA Office), 
Marisol Gamboa (UPD), Tea Wheat (Graduate Student), Rachel Heicher (HOPE), and Emily Reid 
(HOPE) 
 

Webpage has been updated with the previously items discussed, including: 1. updated with correct 
names, 2. link to syllabus sample language, and 3. link to machform to share events. Members were asked 
for other suggestions. Shawn Peoples and Jenny Sipes suggested that there be tabs added that link to this 
new page, so people searching know more easily how to find this page. Lindsay agreed to add these tabs.  
 
Newsletter submission was completed. Members agreed that having another blurb in Feb and March’s 
newsletters would be nice, so as to remind staff and faculty about the machform, to share events with our 
team. Lindsay agreed to send the submission again for Feb and March and as we get closer to April if we 
have other important dates we want to share, those can be included as well.  

 
Reviewed April Plans that had been discussed in previous meeting.  

1. No Machform submissions yet, but will put reminder in the newsletter.   
2. Marisol plans to have UPD do a video on truths and myths. Team was asked to send Marisol 

content on myths.   
3. Lindsay reached out to the DEN in the hopes of having an article written in April. Sarah 

Jacobs was cc’d on the email, but hasn’t yet heard from the DEN. Sarah reports plans to 
reach out again.  

4. NSVRC resources and materials are not yet out. Alyssa states they are typically released 
mid march. Team plans to use some of these materials. Sent Alyssa the team’s half sheets 
that have QR code for team’s Instagram page.  

5. HERC and SACIS are working together to have a tabling event for Denim Day. Alyssa will 
send team information on the day/time of this event.  

 
Other ideas brought up for April:  
 

1. Jenny Sipes shared that she would reach out to Paul McCann about lighting 
up Old Main teal either the first Monday of April or on the Denim Day event.  

2. Jenny shared that our team has several materials (buttons, stickers, flyers, 
etc.) from an order placed back in 2020. Team discussed holding tabling 
events to disperse these materials and placing any extras in residence halls, 
bathrooms in the union, etc.  

3. Housing is working on various events for April; selling shirts proceeds go to 
HOPE; event with UPD. Sarah Jacobs will send more information when 
available.  

 
March 6th SBG is having a safety week. Collaborating with UPD and SACIS. More information will be sent 
by Tea when available. SACIS: April 22nd table in bridge lounge- “Cocoa and Consent”. Hot chocolate will 
be served. Public library 10am on April 22nd “Donuts and Discuss”-information on SACIS website. 

 
Next Meeting March 7, 2023  


